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Introduction
In highly competitive environments like the modern marketplace, obtaining accurate
and timely data can make the real difference between keeping tabs on, getting ahead
of, or being left behind the competition.
To help you obtain information quickly and easily and gain an all-encompassing
awareness of the market or niche you are interested in we have gathered the main
questions marketers face and explained how SEMrush tools and reports can help
answer them. SEMrush has launched its Competitive Intelligence 2.0 toolkit, tailored
to the needs of marketing managers, business development and affiliate managers,
and sales teams.
Powered by advanced Big Data technologies and machine learning algorithms,
Competitive Intelligence 2.0 gives you an opportunity to look at your rivals’ marketing
strategies and tactics from all angles, grade leads, evaluate prospective partners, and
gain an understanding of demand and competition in the target market.
In this guide, we have gathered the main questions marketers face and explained how
SEMrush tools and reports can help answer them.

Analyzing the
Competition
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Snooping into Rivals’
Marketing Strategies

Have you ever dreamed about running Google Analytics for competitors’ websites?
SEMrush offers a wide variety of options that will help you gain insights into their
efficiency and traffic sources, PR activities, social media presence, content marketing
efforts, and PPC creatives, reveal your rivals’ strengths and weaknesses and spot new
opportunities for growth.

Website Traffic
and Online
Presence

Organic Search
Positions and
Keywords

Paid Advertising
Tactics

PR & Content
Marketing

Social Media
Presence

1

How to measure competitor’s website traffic?

You may know all your rivals by name but still face difficulties assessing their websites’
traffic and traffic channels, audience interest, and regional representation.
With the help of the SEMrush Traffic Analytics tool, you’ll be able to estimate all of the
above, and even more.
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The Traffic Overview tab contains the information about overall traffic for a target
website, key visitor engagement metrics and their monthly dynamics.

Visits and Unique Visitors
reflect the size of a competitor’s
website audience

Pages per Visit point at the
effectiveness of the user
experience flow

Average Visit Duration and
Bounce Rate indicate the quality
of the user experience

Traffic Rank is a proprietary
traffic quality index based on the
total estimated number of visits

If you are interested in a specific location you can choose it from the list at the top
of the report. You can also switch between desktop, mobile, or all devices there.
The spikes and drops on the Traffic Overview graphs for any of the above-listed
parameters denote the fluctuations of market demand and consumer interest for
a certain product.

With this data you can easily assess the conversion potential of rivals’ websites and
gauge the response to their marketing efforts.
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In the Traffic Sources tab you can see which channels your competitors rely upon the
most for acquiring traffic: direct, referral, search, social or paid.

1

1

Switching between Referring Sites, Search Engines or Social Networks, you can
choose the sources to cover and find new channels to utilize

And in the GEO Distribution tab you can check what markets your rivals are targeting
and where they have succeeded.

Analyze rivals' traffic
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2

How to outperform rivals in organic search?

If competitors are outranking you in organics even slightly, they’re still getting more
clicks, generating more leads, and gaining more revenue. There can be 200+ reasons
why it happens but it’s usually not too complicated.
The Organic Research tool will give you a quick overview of a target website’s organic
search visibility. In the Overview tab you will find
The target website’s total
number of keywords,
with organic positions
(in Google Top 100)
The expected monthly
traffic from those keywords
The estimated price of the
given organic keywords in
AdWords
The branded and
non-branded traffic

The Positions tab features all of the competitor’s keywords, the traffic they can bring
to their website, snapshots of the search results page, and the estimated interest of
the searchers in various keywords.

1

1

The interest of the searchers in
the given keyword in 12 months

2

2

Search results snapshots

This information can help you increase your own rankings and conversions, focusing
on the most successful keywords, and even get an idea of consumers’ behavior based
on search frequency.
Break down competitors' SEO
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Which paid advertising tactics work best?

You may have heard that creating a perfect advertising campaign is not rocket
science, but somehow there’s still no universal formula for success. That’s why
it’s always interesting to look at your competitors’ practices and adopt some
time-proven solutions.
The Advertising Research tool offers a full suite of Google Ads reports for an
advertiser of interest.

In the Positions tab you will find
The number of keywords the
domain is bidding on

The estimated traffic coming
from these keywords

Traffic cost estimation

Topped up with data from the Ad History tab featuring all of the keywords that a target
domain bid on in the past year, this information lets you gain a clear understanding of
your competitor’s advertising habits.
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To dig deeper you can click on any of the blue cells and open up a display showing
the actual ads for the 12-month period and check if your competitor experimented by
changing any parts of his/her ads and if the experiment was successful.

In the Ad Copies tab you will see all of the headlines and calls to action the competitor
used in their ads, along with the keywords and the landing pages they’re directing
paid traffic to.

Get ideas for your ad campaigns
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To focus on Google Shopping or display ads switch to PLA Research or Display Advertising
reports accordingly.
The information in the Display Advertising Overview tab will let you analyze the distribution
of a competitor’s GDN ads around the globe and measure your rivals’ advertising activity
to understand which markets you should be targeting and how.

1

2
3

1

The number of unique ads
discovered from the analyzed
advertiser

3

The number of discovered ads
and their contribution to the
advertiser's total

2

Countries where the analyzed
domain places its display ads
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You can look at the actual landing pages from your competitors’ campaigns and
analyze important specifics like which ads pointed to each landing page on their site
at a particular time.

Look at competitors' ads

The PLA Copies tab features your competitor’s best-performing PLA ads and keywords
that triggered them to show up in search results, along with a summary of the target
domain’s presence in the search results.

PLA Positions
PLA Ads

With all of this information you’ll be able to analyze the pricing in the target segment
and optimize your ad creatives (in terms of keywords, title and pictures) and ad spend
for maximum ROI.
Analyze your Google
Shopping competitors
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How do your rivals approach PR and
content marketing?

4

In the digital world, branding is a lot about creating engaging content and collecting
mentions and backlinks from reliable sources. Information about your competitors’ PR and
content marketing approaches means you can invest less effort into researching relevant
topics and looking for respected media that can mention you or place your backlink.
The Brand Monitoring tool lets you track online mentions of any word or phrase you
choose, be it your rival’s brand name, product name, motto or anything else.

1

3
2

1

Sources of mentions

2

Target word or phrase

3

Mentioner's reputation

Use this tool to easily track the media, blogs, and Twitter accounts that mention your
competitor’s brand or keywords you plan to target. Estimate the potential of these
sources with the help of BM score, traffic, and estimated reach metrics.

Check your rivals' reputation
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And to identify the most profitable resources for your backlinks, you can add up to
5 competitors to the Backlink Gap tool and get a ready-to-use list of the referring
domains that are sending links to competitors’ sites.
Filter the list by referring domain’s authority to choose the best sources for your
own outreach.

Spot untapped opportunities

If you are interested in studying a competitor’s backlink profile in detail or monitoring
your rival’s new and lost backlinks, try Backlink Analytics reports to see source and
target URLs and analyze specific pages in terms of importance (volume of links pointing
to this page) and trustworthiness (number of links coming from trusted domains).

1

2

1

Importance of a page

2

Trustworthiness of a domain

Explore rivals' backlink profiles
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As for content, it’s rather important to know what your competitors cover. With the help
of the Topic Research tool, you won’t just find the articles with the topics matching the
target keyword (marked green) on any domain (type it in ‘+Enter domain to find content
on’ window), you’ll also be able to see how well they resonate with the audience.

1

1

Popularity index

See already covered subjects
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5

Which of my rivals have the biggest social
media presence?

Social media is a standalone digital space requiring an approach and strategy of its
own. Crafting such a strategy can be daunting but, actually, you don’t have to reinvent
the wheel. It’s highly possible that you will find a bunch of good ideas just reviewing
your rivals’ social media accounts.
With the help of Social Media Tracker you’ll be able to track and analyze what your
competitors do, and their presence and engagement in social media, and then decide
on the best channel and type of content for your promotion.
Overview tab will show you which social network brings most followers or most
engagement to your rival and what content performs best.

1

2

3

1

Tracking on various
platforms

2

Key metrics

3

Most popular content
on each platform
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You can also benchmark competitors against each other to see whose strategy is
the most effective and monitor their reputation management efforts in the Twitter
Mentioners report.

1

1

The number of followers lets you judge how important a certain mention is for
the brand reputation

Monitor competitors' social media
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Searching for Gaps
Comparing
competitors

1

Enhancing PR and
content marketing

How to compare competitors against
each other?

There’s no limit to perfection, the old saying goes. No matter how well your business
stands against the competition you can always find something to work on. The easiest
way to do this is to compare yourself with the market leaders.
Use the Competitors reports of Organic Research, Advertising Research, and
PLA Research tools to make the list of your strongest organic and paid competitors.
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To see how much traffic they get, where it comes from, and what tactics for attracting
customers they prefer, use Traffic Analytics.

Then look at their top-performing pages in the Organic Research Pages report. The tab
features a table listing all the URLs on a domain with their.
Traffic percentage
An info column with the
backlinks and advertising
keywords (clickable)
pointing to the URL
The number of keywords
that the page is ranking for

You can sort the table by traffic percentage or keywords, or use multiple filters at
once to filter specific words in URLs, an exact number of keywords, or a certain traffic
percentage. This is an easy way to learn as much as possible about the pages that
bring in the most traffic to your rival's website, or find out how many keywords point to
each of its landing pages.

Compare by traffic

Compare in organic search

Compare PLAs

Compare ads
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2

Where are the undeveloped gaps in your
rivals’ coverage?

The easiest way to enhance your PR strategy is to pick out the channels, resources,
keywords, and topics that will bring most profit with minimum effort.
With the Backlink Gap tool you can easily find gaps in your rivals’ coverage and use them
for your own benefit or reach out to the resources that are linking to your competitors
but not you. Competitors added can be root domains, subdomains, or URLs.
To view the backlink opportunities that you’re missing (the referring domains that your
competitors have links from but your domain does not), select your domain in the drop
down above the table.

Gap

Gap

Get new link building ideas
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Keyword Gap and Topic Research tools will come in handy during the content marketing
strategy development.
With the help of Keyword Gap you can perform a side-by-side comparison of all of the
similarities and differences between keyword (organic, paid, or PLA keywords) portfolios
of up to five competing domains.

Expand your keyword list
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And Topic Research will show you the related searches and questions not covered by
your competitor.

1

1

1

1

Subtopics covered by your rival

You can target your search by country and city to ensure you are only getting ideas for
the location you intend to target.

Get content ideas

Growing Your
Business
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Generating New Business
Introducing a new product, increasing the coverage of an existing market or expanding
to an unexplored market can be an effective way to grow your business. SEMrush data
will let you accurately assess the potential of each opportunity and avoid the main
pitfalls when starting new partnerships, entering affiliate programs, and doing presales.

Finding leads
and prospective
affiliates

1

Supporting
presales and
proposals

How to find high-potential prospective
customers and affiliates?

Qualifying leads and candidates for affiliates makes sales and establishing
partnerships more efficient. You can focus on the prospects and affiliate companies
with the biggest potential.
Start with one of the most respected affiliates in the niche or your most prospective
lead and find their strongest competitors using the Competitors tab in the
Organic Research tool. These will go into your outreach list.

1

1

The number of common keywords

Discover new leads and affiliates
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Then use Traffic Analytics reports to estimate a target website’s traffic volume and
representation in regions to verify your expectations.

Strong position
Not represented

Estimate the potential
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At last, use Domain Overview reports to look at the lists of their referring domains and
backlinks that send traffic to their websites in order to evaluate incoming traffic.

Estimate traffic quality
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2

How to get data to support presales
and proposals?

To make a strong business proposal you have to identify your prospects’ strengths
and weaknesses and benchmark them against to their competitors in order to
understand what they may be expecting.
Traffic Analytics and Domain Overview will help you to quickly get a full picture of your
prospect website’s presence. If you represent a digital marketing or SEO agency, this
can allow you to understand which parts of a prospect’s site or marketing tactics need
the most improvement and where they have a chance to surpass their competition
(and base your proposal on this).

You can also easily generate your prospect’s Traffic Overview and compare them to
their top competitors.
All the information
from the above reports
can be exported into
a customizable PDF that
you can use to support
your offer.

Spot prospect's weaknesses

Analyze a prospect
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Making Go-To-Market Plans
Understanding the
growth potential

1

Generating
market overview

How to estimate new market potential for
my business?

When you are planning expansion to a new market, the choice of market becomes
crucial. To avoid making costly mistakes you should start by analysing competitors
offering the same goods and services worldwide.
To quickly estimate demand for your product or services in a region or country, go
to Traffic Analytics tool and analyze the websites of competing companies which
are already established in that market. This way, you can easily understand if there is
enough demand for you in the region, and if it is worth researching further, without
long and costly market research.
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Take up to 5 competitors you know (or find them via the Competitors reports
of Organic Research, Advertising Research, and PLA Research tools) and use
Traffic Analytics benchmarking options.

Estimate potential demand
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2

How to quickly overview a target market?

If you are planning to enter a new product market, you can use Traffic Analytics reports to
overview market trends, user behavior and the potential competitors’ marketing strategies.
To see how strong your future rivals are and how well they cope with market fluctuations,
analyze their websites with the help of the Traffic Analytics reports and filters.

Researching several competitors complemented by the analysis of user engagement
trends (Overview report) will let you see regional market trends and make informed
decisions on any planned expansion.
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Benchmarking top players against each other also helps to find out the most effective
traffic acquisition strategies in the market of interest (Traffic Sources report).

If any of these tactics seems resourceful you can quickly break it down using methods
described in the “Snooping into Rivals’ Marketing Strategies” section.

Overview a market
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Media Buying Optimization
Researching
prospective
publishers

1

Analyzing
publishers’
websites

Where to find prospective publishers
for your ads?

Choosing publishers that target the relevant audience and generate ROI is the basis of
good media buying. The easiest way to start is to look at where your rivals advertise.
Do this with the help of the Display Advertising Publishers report (first you need to put
your competitor’s domain in the Display Advertising tool search bar).

Check the relevancy of the ads to your target topics in the Title & Description column
and look at the Monthly Visits column to estimate a publisher’s audience reach.
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Another way to expand your list of prospective publishers is to browse the
Display Advertising Top 30 Publishers & Advertisers tab, which contains the results
of in-depth analysis of both the top 30 advertisers and top 30 publishers from the
SEMrush database in seconds.

For each of the top 30 domains, can see
The number of ads

The Advertisers/Publishers
relating to the domain

See where rivals advertise

The percentage of ads that are
either Media, HTML or Text
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How to choose the best publisher website?

To choose the best from the list you’ve made using the recommendations above, you’ll
have to go into some more detail.
First you need to be sure of the quality of the traffic that a certain website will bring
you. This can be checked by looking at the engagement metrics and Traffic Rank in
the Traffic Analytics Overview report.
To learn who else has partnered with this publisher and if it has the type of audience
you’re looking for, go through the Destination Sites tab, which features all the websites
people visit through hyperlinks on the publisher’s site.

1

1

The site visited by users after
leaving the analyzed domain

Check publisher's traffic
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You can also take a closer look at the countries this publisher covers, and the types
of ads it is running in order to determine if it really meets your goals via the
Display Advertising Overview tab. Type in the publisher’s domain in the tool’s search bar
to get list of the advertisers that run ads on this website and see samples of these ads.

You can also find the pages that a visitor arrives at when clicking on a banner, pop-up
or a text ad in the Landing pages tab.

See who runs the ads
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Conclusion
Conducting a market research or competitive analysis for your company, you need
to make sure that you are getting exactly the information you need to answer your
toughest business questions. Market intelligence capabilities of SEMrush can come
in very handy when you need to develop a highly effective marketing strategy, uncover
new lead generation and conversion opportunities, quickly evaluate new markets’
feasibility, and more.
The most comprehensive picture of online visibility and market analysis provided
by SEMrush is backed by the largest keyword database on the market — 7.7 billion
keywords and 400+ million web domains covered in 190 countries and regions.
To learn more about the toolkit’s features feel free to download our other ebooks that
we continuously update in order to cater to the needs of the specialists from all areas
of digital marketing.

We love your feedback!
Was this guide helpful? Is there something else
about Competitive Intelligence 2.0 toolkit that you are
interested in? Drop us a line at at mail@semrush.com
and share your ideas!

semrush.com

